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Preface

The story of Tennessee Williams in 
Provincetown begins in 1940, which 
means more than sixty-five years sepa-

rate what I have written from the events I have 
described. There are still participants and wit-

nesses alive from the time, and those I spoke to — Jeanne 
Bultman, who lent Williams the typewriter on which he wrote 
The Glass Menagerie ; Donald Windham, to whom Williams 
wrote ecstatic descriptions of falling in love in Provincetown; 
Joe Hazan, who lived with Williams (chastely) for three sum-
mers; Harold Norse who lived with Williams (also chaste-
ly) in a cabin in the dunes for six weeks — were generous 
with their memories and their photographs. Tennessee 
Williams kept journals and saved his unpublished writing; 
his friends and colleagues kept his letters to them. Issues of 
the four-page weekly Provincetown Advocate, published while 
Williams was in Provincetown — eight pages in the flush of 
August — are available on microfilm and online. They do 
not mention Williams until 1946, when The Glass Menagerie 
had made him famous, but they confirm and help specify 
what is in the letters and reminiscences.

Many, though not all of the stories from P-town, have 
been told in the excellent (and heartfelt) biography by Lyle 
Leverich titled Tom: The Unknown Tennessee, though Leverich 
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concludes the narrative in 1945, intending a second volume 
that he did not live long enough to complete. An especial-
ly rich source for insight into Williams in Provincetown 
(and many other things) are the books written by Donald 
Windham: Lost Friendships and Tennessee Williams’ Letters to 
Donald Windham. There are, of course, Williams own Memoirs, 
some of which seem to be more or less true. By a happy 
coincidence Mary Heaton Vorse’s delightful history, Time 
and the Town, was written in 1941 and describes in detail the 
transformation happening in Provincetown during the first 
two summers Williams lived there.

It says something about the spirit of generosity in Williams’ 
work that it attracted the elite circle of Williams scholars who 
have researched and written about Williams for decades: 
Kenneth Holditch, Allean Hale, Robert Bray, Janet Haedicke, 
Albert Devlin, Nancy Tischler, Nick Moschovakis, David 
Roessel, and Thomas Keith. All were welcoming, helpful, and 
generous with their time and information, especially in the 
way they pointed me towards material that was unpublished 
or not yet catalogued. Not all of these people will be happy 
to be in the same sentence together, but there it is.

That the playwright’s life was unusually interesting has 
often overshadowed his accomplishment as a writer. As he 
grew older he offered up broad targets for sensationalistic 
biographers and journalists. Distracted critics confused the 
state of his life with the stature of his work. The time when 
Tennessee Williams’ life was most messy, and most public, 
and most undisciplined, was a time when his writing was 
neither messy, nor undisciplined, but brave. If we compare 
Eugene O’Neill with Tennessee Williams, it is obvious how 
much O’Neill’s wife Carlotta did for her husband by seclud-
ing him. O’Neill’s deterioration was kept from his friends, 
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from the public, and from his children. O’Neill’s overuse 
of prescription medicine was a secret; Williams brought up 
the subject of his own overuse of prescription medicine in 
interviews. O’Neill shuffled and tottered and lost his mind in 
private. Williams’ deterioration was so public as to become a 
performance that rivaled his plays for the notoriously short 
attention span of the American public.

This book is about a more innocent time in the author’s 
life, an unambiguously focused Williams: poor, hungry, un-
known, writing. Even so, it is not my intention to substitute 
the spectacle of Williams’ life for his work. I think the time 
Williams spent in Provincetown shaped him for the rest 
of his life, and I hope that understanding his life helps to 
understand his work.

This book is a monograph, not a biography. In the course 
of researching my narrow topic — Tennessee Williams in 
Provincetown — I discovered photos, plays, poems, stories, 
letters, gossip. Best of all, again and again I discovered, and 
with renewed pleasure, the potency of Williams’ words and 
the inspiration of his work ethic. I have assumed readers 
are familiar with The Glass Menagerie and A Streetcar Named 
Desire. Other plays I have described, in particular the two 
plays set in Provincetown: Something Cloudy, Something Clear 
and The Parade. 

In researching I could not help but notice, and with re-
vulsion, the shabby sensationalistic treatment of Williams’ 
life and work in other places. I left out a word: lazy. The 

“painfully biased”1 and perfunctory2 biography of Williams 
commissioned and published by Yale University Press did not 
even bother to get the name right for the family in The Glass 
Menagerie,3 and no editor at Yale University Press seems to 
have been familiar enough with the play to recognize it was 
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the wrong name. Donald Spoto’s biography, The Kindness of 
Strangers, seems to have been written out of the impulse that 
leads flies to open wounds. Williams’ escapades late in life 
gave Spoto plenty of food for thought. Particularly dismal 
has been the record of theatre critics, who have been flog-
ging Williams for seven decades now, often castigating him 
for what he did not do, rather than consider what he did do. 
In America, theatre reviewers have responded to Williams’ 
experiments the way the least sophisticated of visitors to mu-
seums and art galleries have responded to Jackson Pollack’s 
drip paintings: smug derision born of carefully cultivated 
ignorance and a prejudice for what is old-fashioned that 
is all-too-often confused with good taste. In America we 
expect more sophistication from our art critics; we accept 
less sophistication from our theater critics. We do not need 
to accept it.

There was something else I discovered among those 
who have written about Williams: homophobia. We do not 
need to accept that any longer, nor let pass without com-
ment, a critical vocabulary of bigotry: fruity, unmanly, sterile. 
The word camp, never applied to the outré experiments of 
Eugene O’Neill, is a catch-all for unthinking critics writing 
about Williams’ experiments. Williams respected his critics; 
their cruelty hurt the playwright deeply. Even so, Williams 
found the bravery and discipline to write every morning 
knowing the odds were good he would be mocked for what 
he was writing.

The lack of preparation of theatre critics and journal-
ists continues. For some reason non-realistic, caricature, and 
melodramatic persist as damning phrases in the theater a 
very long time after Impressionism, Expressionism, Pop Art, 
and naïve art have become accepted genres in painting, not 
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to mention abstract sculpture or experimental cinema. It 
reveals a lot, but not about the playwright, when someone 
condemns Williams’ late caricatures and distortions for not 
being realistic or of the same aesthetic as his early work. To 
paraphrase what Eve Adamson the director of Something 
Cloudy, Something Clear wrote in her introduction to the 
published version of that play, what would we say about an 
art critic in the twenty-first century bemoaning Picasso’s 
abandonment of his Blue period?

In a way other playwrights have been luckier: we do not 
know too much about Shakespeare, not enough to spoil our 
pleasure that The Winter’s Tale  is not as tightly constructed as 
Macbeth nor as luscious in its wordplay as Midsummer Night’s 
Dream. We know less about Euripides, and all the better that 
we do not know about his sister and can think instead about 
his Hecuba. Eugene O’Neill’s wife kept her husband seclud-
ed. Thornton Wilder stayed in a closet. Not coincidentally, 
the other great American writer whose accomplishment as 
a writer has so far been buried by interest in their lifestyle 
is Gertrude Stein, and for the same reason: homophobia. 

Reputation is a tricky thing. Henry James (another closet 
case) does not mention Herman Melville — and James lived 
long enough to revise his opinion of Walt Whitman (the 
good gay poet). The nineteenth century American poets: 
Whittier, Longfellow, fell from the height of their reputa-
tions when Emily Dickinson was discovered four years after 
her death, many years after she had stopped writing poems. 
Melville’s achievement waited until the 1920s for recognition. 
It is my prediction, and personal belief, that Williams’ repu-
tation will rise in time, because the way he combines words 
is potent, even in translation, and his concerns as a writer 
are universal: family, the beauty of impossible aspirations, 
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the necessity of recollection, the terror and ecstasy of love. 
His work is performed regularly around the world. I think, 
in the future, Williams will be seen as American: reared in 
the South, shaped by New England, by New York, and by 
California — and in the ranks with Whitman, Dickinson 
and Melville, that is to say what America offers the world. 
In time his sexuality will be neither sniggered over nor 
ignored: it is the basis of his passion, and his passion is the 
basis for his words.

David Kaplan
Provincetown
2006
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